1.. Introduction {#S0001}
================

Childhood adversity (CA) and adulthood trauma (AT) are common in the general population and are known to have deleterious effects on health across the lifespan and into late life (Anda et al., [2006](#CIT0001); Dube et al., [2001](#CIT0017); Dube, Felitti, Dong, Giles, & Anda, [2003](#CIT0018); Felitti et al., [1998](#CIT0021); Glaesmer, Brähler, Gündel, & Riedel-Heller, [2011](#CIT0025); Green et al., [2010](#CIT0027); Kessler et al., [2009](#CIT0043); Kessler, Alonso, Benjet, Bromet, & Cardoso et al., [2017](#CIT0042)). Due to major demographic shifts in the last century, the ratio of people over, compared to under, age 65 increased dramatically, especially in western societies (Bongaarts, [2009](#CIT0007)). Despite the widely reported serious negative health impact of CA and AT and the ageing of the world's population, little is known about prevalence and incidence of self-reported CA and AT in older populations. Moreover, methodological challenges in the measurement of CA and AT may have led to inconsistent findings across the studies that have examined this issue. Therefore, the aim of the current study is to present data on the prevalence of CA and AT from a large, population-based study of older adults from the US, and to discuss them in the context of methodological artefacts that may influence the data.

Population-based studies of CA and AT show varying prevalence and incidence rates due to differences in conceptualization and assessment of these experiences. The prevalence of CA has been found to be high, with 40-70% of children and adolescents being exposed to some kind of adversity, and multiple adversities are more common than singular (Copeland, Keeler, Angold, & Costello, [2007](#CIT0014); Green et al., [2010](#CIT0027); Hussey, Chang, & Kotch, [2006](#CIT0039); Kessler et al., [2010](#CIT0044)). The prevalence of lifetime trauma is also high with 60-90% of the general population being exposed to traumatic experiences, of which about a third experience four or more events (Benjet et al., [2016](#CIT0006); Kilpatrick et al., [2013](#CIT0047); Norris, [1992](#CIT0054); Ogle, Rubin, Berntsen, & Siegler, [2013](#CIT0056)). CA and AT have been found to increase risk for a broad range of psychiatric disorders across the life-course (Carr, Martins, Stingel, Lemgruber, & Juruena, [2013](#CIT0011); Green et al., [2010](#CIT0027); Kessler et al., [2010](#CIT0044); McLaughlin, Conron, Koenen, & Gilman, [2010](#CIT0052)). Moreover, CA and AT increase risk for major medical illnesses and premature mortality (Brown et al., [2009](#CIT0008); Clemens et al., [2018](#CIT0013); Dube et al., [2003](#CIT0018); Felitti et al., [1998](#CIT0021); Glaesmer et al., [2011](#CIT0025); O'Donovan et al., [2015](#CIT0055); Riedl et al., [2019](#CIT0061)). Thus, CA and AT are highly prevalent risk factors for ill health.

In contrast with the reasonable assumption that people accumulate more traumatic experiences as they age, a review of more than 30 studies found a trend across samples of decreasing self-reported traumatic life events and stressful life events with age (Hatch & Dohrenwend, [2007](#CIT0031)). Population-based data from 68,894 participants assessed in 24 countries in the World Mental Health Survey indicated that younger cohorts (age\<65) had lower odds of self-reported exposure to collective violence, but higher odds for self-reported exposure to interpersonal violence, sexual violence, accident/injuries, unexpected death of a loved one, or being mugged (Benjet et al., [2016](#CIT0006)). However, other studies support this assumption and have found increasing lifetime prevalence rates with age. Data from 10,641 participants in the Australian National Survey of Mental Health showed a linear increase of self-reported trauma exposure with age only in the men and an inverted U-shaped distribution in women due to combat-related exposures in men only (Creamer & Parslow, [2008](#CIT0015)). A population-based study of 2,510 participants in Germany also found older cohorts (both males and females) to have greater exposure to self-reported trauma (Hauffa et al., [2011](#CIT0032)). Others observed varying prevalence rates across various age ranges for self-reported specific traumatic events rather than for overall trauma scores (Krause, Shaw, & Cairney, [2004](#CIT0049)). In regard to age distribution of specific events, it has been shown that some events (e.g. sexual assaults) occurred more often at younger ages, whereas other events (e.g. unexpected death of a loved one) were more frequent after the transition to adulthood (Ogle et al., [2013](#CIT0056); Ogle, Rubin, & Siegler, [2013](#CIT0057)). Taken together, these studies suggest high but varying prevalence of CA and AT across samples. Contrasting data exists to support either increasing or decreasing prevalence rates with age, depending on the specific events assessed, characteristics of the sample, and the location.

While major differences in prevalence of CA and AT may be due to differences in measurement and study samples, studies also contain some specific methodological and sampling artefacts. For example, recall biases due to prolonged periods of recall or cognitive decline, and selection biases due to selective mortality and institutionalization may both lead to an underreporting of exposures (Arrighi & Hertz-Picciotto, [1994](#CIT0002); Brown et al., [2017](#CIT0009); Buckley, Keil, McGrath, & Edwards, [2015](#CIT0010); Hardt & Rutter, [2004](#CIT0029)). Furthermore, cohort differences might be apparent due to effects of age, time-period, or an interaction between these effects. Age effects are variations due to changes across the life course that are internal to individuals (Keyes & Li, [2012](#CIT0045); Yang & Land, [2013](#CIT0073)). Age-specific stages in life exist at which individuals are at highest risk for a specific incident; therefore, pure age effects should be consistent across cohorts (e.g. miscarriage, having a spouse with dementia). Period effects emerge related to changes over time in certain events or social and epidemiologic circumstances (e.g. the AIDS epidemic) (Keyes & Li, [2012](#CIT0045); Yang & Land, [2013](#CIT0073)). Age x period interactions are period effects that vary with age-related vulnerabilities (e.g. military combat during war times occurring in young adulthood). Cohort effects are differences among individuals defined by shared temporal experiences (e.g. the baby boom generation's increase in suicide and depression risk)(Keyes & Li, [2012](#CIT0045)). In the epidemiological literature, the age-period-cohort identification problem describes the problem that relates from the perfect collinearity between these variables in some cases and therefore the difficulty of separating these effects (Bell & Jones, [2013](#CIT0005); Yang & Land, [2013](#CIT0073)).

Despite the large prevalence of CA and AT, the well-known risk to population health caused by CA and AT, and the rapid ageing of the worlds' population, we know relatively little about the prevalence of childhood adversity and trauma in older individuals. Existing findings are mixed due to differences in assessments, methodological artefacts, and due to the collinearity of age-period-cohort effects. Therefore, the aim of the current study is to provide data on the prevalence of CA and AT from a sample of older adults in the U.S. population-based Health and Retirement Study (HRS). Further, we will examine differences in exposure by exploring the distributions of the incidence of AT across age and time-period and discuss observed findings in the context of major methodological and sampling artefacts inherent to older populations in an attempt to separate real cohort effects from methodological artefacts.

2.. Methods {#S0002}
===========

2.1.. Participants {#S0002-S2001}
------------------

Participants were drawn from HRS, a U.S. population-based longitudinal study of more than 43,000 Americans over the age of 50 and their spouses (spouses can be younger than 50) (Fisher & Ryan, [2018](#CIT0024)). The original study population, the HRS cohort, was sampled in 1992 and included all adults in the USA born during the years 1931--1941 who resided in households, with a 2:1 oversample of African American and Hispanic populations and a slight oversampling of Florida state residents. The HRS sample is based on a 'multi-stage area probability design involving geographical stratification and clustering and oversampling of certain demographic groups' (Sonnega et al., [2014](#CIT0068), p. 577). Later, a second study, called 'Asset and Health Dynamics Among the Oldest Old' (AHEAD), was conducted to capture the cohort born between 1890 and 1923. These two studies were then merged with two new cohorts the 'Children of the Depression' (CODA, 1924--30), and the 'War Babies' (1942--47) building up the total HRS sample. HRS now undertakes a steady-state design, refreshing the overall sample every 6 years with younger birth cohorts not previously represented in the sample. Early Baby Boomers (1948--53) were added in 2004, and Mid Baby Boomers (1954--59) were included in 2010 (Sonnega et al., [2014](#CIT0068)). Spouses of these cohorts, can either be part of a specific birth cohort, or might have been born after 1954 (n = 777) (Fisher & Ryan, [2018](#CIT0024); Sonnega et al., [2014](#CIT0068)). HRS is sponsored by the National Institute on Ageing (grant number NIA U01AG009740) and is conducted by the University of Michigan. Starting in 2006, the study implemented a psychosocial questionnaire that included assessments of CA and AT (Clarke, Fisher, House, Smith, & Weir, [2008](#CIT0012); Smith, Ryan, Sonnega, & Weir, [2017](#CIT0067)).

2.2.. Procedure {#S0002-S2002}
---------------

After the phone-interview section of HRS took place, participants were given a leave-behind questionnaire assessing psychosocial domains (Clarke et al., [2008](#CIT0012); Smith et al., [2017](#CIT0067)). Response rates for these questionnaires were high over the waves and varied between 73-88% (Smith et al., [2017](#CIT0067)). Prior to each interview, participants were provided with written study information, all respondents were read a confidentiality statement, and they gave their oral consent by agreeing to do the interview. Ethical approval for the HRS Study was granted from the University of Michigan Institutional Review Board, and the study has been conducted according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

For the analyses in the current paper, data were combined from the assessments of 2008 and 2010 (Health and Retirement Study, [2008](#CIT0034) HRS Core (Final) (v.3.0) public use dataset); Health and Retirement Study ([2010](#CIT0035)) HRS Core (Final) (v.5.1) public use dataset. If participants did not take part in these waves or did not fill out the questionnaires, data from the 2006 wave (Health and Retirement Study, [2006](#CIT0033) HRS Core (Final) (v.3.0) public use dataset) were used for missing values of the 2010 wave, and from the 2012 assessments (Health and Retirement Study, [2012](#CIT0036) HRS Core (Final) (v.2.0) public use dataset) for missing values of the 2008 wave. We selected participants from the original sample who had completed all items for either CA or AT. A total of 19,547 participants met these inclusion criteria; 9.52% of participants were included from 2006, 35.58% from the year 2008, 41.85% from the year 2010, and 13.05% from 2012 assessments. Number of participants included from each cohort varied (n per cohort: AHEAD = 1,369; CODA = 2,171; HRS = 6,181; War-Babies = 2,570; Early-Baby-Boomers = 3,440; Mid-Baby-Boomers = 3,039; Later-Birth-Years = 777).

2.3.. Measures {#S0002-S2003}
--------------

### 2.3.1.. Childhood adversities {#S0002-S2003-S3001}

CAs were evaluated between 2006 and 2012 using all items from the measure developed by Krause et al. ([2004](#CIT0049)). Respondents were presented with four potentially adverse exposures and asked whether they experienced each one before the age of 18. These exposures included: repeating a school year, having trouble with the police (item added in 2008), having parents who drank alcohol or used drugs so often that it caused problems in the family, and physical abuse by a parent (Clarke et al., [2008](#CIT0012); Smith et al., [2017](#CIT0067)).

### 2.3.2.. Adulthood trauma {#S0002-S2003-S3002}

ATs were assessed using all items from the questionnaire developed by Krause et al. ([2004](#CIT0049)). Participants were presented seven potentially traumatic experiences and were asked if they experienced each one at any point in their life. Participants that were exposed were supposed to indicate the year of *most recent* incidence. Experiences that were reported before the age of 18 were excluded from the adulthood trauma scores. AT included: having lost a child; experiencing a major fire, flood, earthquake or natural disaster; firing a weapon in combat or been fired upon in combat; having a spouse, partner, or child addicted to drugs or alcohol; being a victim of a serious physical attack or assault; having or having had a life-threatening illness or accident; having a spouse or child that experienced a life-threatening illness or accident (Clarke et al., [2008](#CIT0012); Smith et al., [2017](#CIT0067)).

### 2.3.3.. Sociodemographic variables {#S0002-S2003-S3003}

All other variables were derived from the RAND HRS Detailed Imputations File 2014 (V2). These files were developed at RAND with funding from the National Institute on Ageing and the Social Security Administration. The following variables were retrieved from this file for analyses in the current paper: Age (year of trauma assessment -- year of birth), gender (male/female), race/ethnicity (Caucasian \[non-Hispanic\], African American \[non-Hispanic\], Hispanic, Other \[non-Hispanic\]) and parental education (\<8 years vs. ≥8 years of education; if data regarding the education of the father was missing, data from maternal education was used instead).

2.4.. Analytic plan {#S0002-S2004}
-------------------

Sample demographics are reported, followed by total scores for CA and AT, and an overall combined score. Prevalence rates of specific CAs and ATs are reported as percentages of total and cohort-specific participants exposed. Distributions of incidences of most recent ATs by age of participants are displayed by plotting the ratio of number of participants exposed per age divided by the total number of participants exposed to the respective AT ([Figure 4](#F0004)). Due to the decreasing sample size among older ages, we upweighted exposures in older ages in [Figure 4](#F0004). Upweighting was achieved by multiplying the ratio (exposure per age/number exposed) by the invert of the proportion of the remaining sample at a specific age (e.g. if 10% of the sample reached the age of 80, each exposure at this age was upweighted by the factor 10, or if 20% of the sample reached the age of 70, each exposure at this age was upweighted by the factor 5). We plotted the distribution of the ages of incidence to ATs to the point at which 10% of the sample was left, limiting the largest adjusting weight to factor 10. Furthermore, in [Figure 5](#F0005) the distributions of incidences to ATs over time-period per cohort are displayed until 2006. This plot was created using the 'densityplot'- function from the lattice-package (Sarkar, Sarkar, & KernSmooth, [2018](#CIT0063)), the selected bandwidth of the kernel function was 1. The statistical software used was R (Version 3.5.2, [2018](#CIT0062)), Boston, MA, USA. Missing data was deleted listwise (R Core Team, [2013](#CIT0059)).

3.. Results {#S0003}
===========

3.1.. Sociodemographic {#S0003-S2001}
----------------------

In total, 19,547 participants were included in the analyses. Participants mean age was 67.24 years (SD 11.33) with an age range from 25 to 105 (96% \>50 years). More than half of the participants were female (59%). Over two thirds of participants were non-Hispanic Caucasian (71%), 16% were non-Hispanic African American, 11% were Hispanic, and 3% reported 'Other' as race/ethnicity. One-fifth of the participants reported their parents had less than 8 years of school (20%).

3.2.. Childhood adversity and adulthood trauma across cohorts {#S0003-S2002}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Overall, 35% of the sample reported having experienced at least one CA. Looking at cohort-specific rates, we observed a difference between cohorts with the youngest cohort having the highest rate (43%) and the oldest cohort having the lowest rate (18%). Similar trends were found when investigating cumulative scores: older cohorts reported fewer CAs compared to younger cohorts (see [Figure 1](#F0001)). The opposite trend was observed for AT. In the full sample, 62% reported exposure to at least one AT. The highest rates were found for the oldest two cohorts with almost 70% reporting an exposure, compared to slightly over 50% in the youngest cohort. The same trend was found for the cumulative ATs with more exposure in older cohorts (see [Figure 1](#F0001) and [Table 1](#T0001)). Combining both CAs and ATs into an overall cumulative stressor score levelled these contrary trends, resulting in almost similar levels of overall stressor exposure across the cohorts.10.1080/20008198.2020.1721146-T0001Table 1.Prevalence of childhood adversities and adulthood trauma across birth-cohorts. Total sampleAHEAD Cohort \<1924CODA Cohort 1924--1930HRS Cohort 1931--1941War babies\
1942--1947Early baby boomers\
1948--1953Mid baby boomers\
1954--1959Later birth years\
\>1959Repeat year of School15.85%10.52%12.99%16.07%15.60%17.44%17.41%18.02%Trouble with Police6.16%0.73%2.07%3.53%5.68%7.82%10.76%9.14%Substance abuse Parents16.43%6.36%10.27%14.11%19.46%20.41%21.09%22.39%Physical abuse Parents7.52%2.99%4.24%5.53%8.68%10.26%10.20%13.26%Any CA34.93%18.37%26.14%31.55%37.20%40.84%41.81%43.39%Total CA -- Mean (CI)0.47 (.46-.48)0.22 (.19--.25)0.31 (.29-.34)0.41 (.39--.42)0.50 (.47-.53)0.57 (.54--.60)0.60 (.57--.63)0.63 (.57--.70)Child died15.91%24.69%24.14%19.71%13.31%10.17%8.03%8.49%Major disaster16.44%14.83%13.68%14.77%18.33%17.30%17.24%15.83%Military combat5.64%13.15%10.46%4.29%6.81%5.47%1.61%1.42%Family addicted18.23%11.32%15.52%18.83%20.12%18.23%19.55%17.89%Physical attack6.44%2.70%3.50%4.22%5.80%9.16%10.63%10.30%Illness/Accident25.38%27.61%29.39%26.71%25.37%22.94%19.78%15.96%Family Illness/Accident26.76%31.78%32.98%29.59%27.55%22.56%19.05%17.63%Any AT62.38%66.98%68.61%64.24%65.41%59.57%54.59%52.79%Total AT -- Mean (CI)1.12 (1.11--1.14)1.25 (1.18--1.31)1.29 (1.24-1.34)1.18 (1.15--1.21)1.18 (1.13-1.22)1.04 (1.00--1.08)0.94 (.89--.98)0.85 (.78--.93)Total CA&AT -- Mean (CI)1.56 (1.54--1.59)1.48 (1.39--1.57)1.58 (1.51-1.65)1.58 (1.54--1.62)1.66 (1.59-1.72)1.57 (1.51--1.62)1.50 (1.44--1.56)1.44 (1.33--1.55)[^1] 10.1080/20008198.2020.1721146-F0001Figure 1.Means of total self-reported CA, AT and CA&AT scores by birth-cohort. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

3.3.. Prevalence of specific childhood adversities across cohorts {#S0003-S2003}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Prevalence rates of CAs across cohorts differed greatly, with linear trends towards higher rates among younger cohorts for all four CAs investigated (see [Figure 2](#F0002) and [Table 1](#T0001)). The largest difference between oldest and youngest cohorts was observed for substance abuse of parents, the second largest for parental physical abuse, the third largest for trouble with the police, and the smallest for repeating a year of school.10.1080/20008198.2020.1721146-F0002Figure 2.Self-reported prevalence rates in per cent of per CA across birth-cohorts.

3.4.. Prevalence and incidence of specific adulthood trauma {#S0003-S2004}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Prevalence rates of ATs differed largely among cohorts ([Figure 3](#F0003) and [Table 1](#T0001)). Some exposures were found to be more prevalent in older cohorts, namely losing a child, having had an illness/accident, and having a spouse, partner or child have an illness/accident. Being exposed to a major disaster was equally prevalent in all cohorts. Military combat had a distinct pattern with the youngest cohort showing smaller prevalence rates compared to older cohorts. Having a family member with substance abuse problems was less prevalent in the oldest two cohorts and equally prevalent in the other cohorts. The prevalence for physical attack was higher in younger cohorts than in older cohorts (specific prevalence for ATs across cohorts is displayed in [Figure 3](#F0003)).10.1080/20008198.2020.1721146-F0003Figure 3.Self-reported prevalence rates in per cent per AT across birth-cohorts. Family relates to spouse, partner, or children.

If participants reported an AT, they were asked to indicate the exact year of the *most recent* exposure. Response rates for the exact year varied between 73-92%. The highest response rate was observed for loss of a child and the lowest for substance abusing family members (Child died: 91%, Major Disaster: 85%, Military Combat: 79%, Family addicted: 74%, Physical Attack: 78%, Illness/Accident: 87%, Family Illness/Accident: 86%). Participants that did not indicate an exact year of most recent exposure were excluded from further analyses.

Overall, the oldest two cohorts had slightly decreased response rates for the indication of the exact year compared to younger cohorts (AHEAD: 77%; CODA: 81%; HRS: 83%; War-Babies: 87%; Early-Baby-Boomers: 86%; Mid-Baby-Boomers: 84%; Later-Birth-Years: 85%). Distributions of age at incidence of most recent exposures to AT are shown in [Figure 4](#F0004). The distributions of AT incidences showed distinct patterns. Incidence of losing a child peaked in young adulthood, followed by a decline in mid-life and an increase towards old age. The incidence of experiencing a major disaster was equally distributed across ages. Military combat peaked in young adulthood. Incidence of substance abuse of a spouse, partner, or child increased until the age of 40, after which it stayed stable for the rest of the lifetime. Incidence of physical attacks peaked in young adulthood followed by a decline over the life-course. Incidence of having an illness/accident, and having a family member with illness/accident, increased steadily over the life-course (see [Figure 4](#F0004)).10.1080/20008198.2020.1721146-F0004Figure 4.Distribution of age at incidence of most recent AT. Ratio of number of exposures per age and total number exposed. Plot is smoothened to account for variations between years to see overall trends.

Density plots for the distribution of the year of incidence of ATs for each birth cohort are displayed in [Figure 5](#F0005). These plots combine the perspective of age at incidence of most recent AT for each cohort across time-periods and allow certain observed age-specific effects to be seen for different cohorts across time-periods. For example, the incidence of losing a child peaked in young adulthood and in old age for all cohorts; however, the older the cohorts, the smaller the peak in young adulthood. Major Disasters, however, peaked across all birth cohorts in the same specific years (e.g. in 2005, with Hurricane Katrina). For military combat, certain cohorts show specific incidence patterns that are likely specific to the US. The AHEAD and CODA cohort likely fought in WWII (1944--1945); the CODA and HRS cohorts likely fought in the Korean War (1950--1953); and the HRS, War Babies and Early Baby Boomer cohorts likely fought in the Vietnam War (1965--1973), explaining the three major peaks. Incidence of spouse, partner or child with substance abuse increases over the life-course for all cohorts. Most cohorts tend to have peaks at the start of each decade starting in 1970. For incidence of severe physical attacks, all the cohorts show the same age-dependent curve that peaks in young adulthood and declines over the rest of the life. For the AHEAD cohort, the physical attack incidence curve mirrors the cohorts' combat-exposure curve, suggesting the incidence of physical attack may be due to war-related aggression. The incidence of personal illness or accidents peaks for all cohorts in old age with an additional smaller peak in young adulthood, and incidence of family member illness or accident displays almost the same pattern.10.1080/20008198.2020.1721146-F0005Figure 5.Distribution of year of incidence of AT per birth-cohort. Lines are kernel density distributions with bandwidth=1 for each AT per cohort, created with 'densityplot' from the lattice package.

4.. Discussion {#S0004}
==============

In this large population-based study of 19,547 older adults, we found that 35% of participants reported exposure to at least one CA and 62% reported exposure to at least one AT. Lifetime prevalence rates varied strongly among cohorts; in regard to CA, an overall trend of decreasing lifetime prevalence rates across age cohorts was found. In contrast, prevalence of AT increased with the age of cohorts. In the case of specific CAs, the largest differences in prevalence between earliest and latest birth-cohort were observed for substance abuse of parents followed by physical abuse of parents. For specific ATs, it would be reasonable to predict higher rates in older cohorts due to their longer duration of risk for exposure. However, findings did not support this assumption. Some ATs are more prevalent in older cohorts than expected, such as loss of a child, illness/accident, and family illness/accident. Others are almost equally distributed across cohorts, such as exposure to a major disaster. Furthermore, some ATs were even more prevalent in younger cohorts (e.g. having a family member with substance abuse, and serious physical attacks). Finally, military combat shows a distinct pattern related to major wars during certain periods. Overall, these data indicate that reports of CA tend to decrease, and reports of AT tend to increase with cohort age, with variation in the patterns for specific CAs and ATs.

The overall observed prevalence rates are in line with previous research; however, findings are at the lower boundary of what other studies have found regarding prevalence of both CA (Copeland et al., [2007](#CIT0014); Green et al., [2010](#CIT0027); Hussey et al., [2006](#CIT0039); Kessler et al., [2010](#CIT0044)) and AT (Benjet et al., [2016](#CIT0006); Kilpatrick et al., [2013](#CIT0047); Norris, [1992](#CIT0054); Ogle et al., [2013](#CIT0056)). Possible explanations include the rather narrow conceptualization and operationalization of CA and AT, as well as the methodological and sampling artefacts inherent in studies of older populations. With regard to overall trends in prevalence across age or cohorts, other studies found evidence of both decreasing (Benjet et al., [2016](#CIT0006); Hatch & Dohrenwend, [2007](#CIT0031)) and increasing prevalence with age (Creamer & Parslow, [2008](#CIT0015); Glaesmer et al., [2011](#CIT0025); Hauffa et al., [2011](#CIT0032)). In our study, we observed both major trends of decreasing and increasing prevalence rates of earlier and later cohorts depending on the stressor. Decreasing prevalence with age of cohorts was observed for CA but increasing prevalence with age of the cohorts for AT. Combining CA and AT scores levelled these opposing trends.

Several different explanations could underlie our observed results. First, observed cohort differences in prevalence rates might be explained by real cohort differences in occurrences of CAs or ATs. In the case of ATs, differences might also be due to the separate or combined influence of age and time-period on incidence of an AT, which leads to observed cohort differences in prevalence. Influence of age, for example, can be seen for loss of a child and personal illness/accident, which both have very specific distributions of incidence. As the incidence of these events is much more likely to have occurred by older ages, early birth cohorts are less likely to have already experienced such an exposure. Effects of period might influence a cohorts' prevalence, as some events could have happened before the birth of some participants. Furthermore, an interaction between age and period effects might explain the incidence of military combat, which likely occurred only in those who were young enough to deploy to combat at the time of major conflicts. These data highlight the importance of accounting for age and period in stress research, even in samples with a restricted age range, such as our sample of mostly older individuals.

Second, differences in reported prevalence might be a result of cohort effects in the perception and willingness to report certain events. While debating possible cohort effects in the prevalence of depression in the 1980s, Klerman et al. ([1985](#CIT0048)) argued that people in different cohorts, attribute different meaning and display different attitudes towards certain phenomena, and therefore might label and remember them differently. Older people for instance were shown to be less likely to report emotional problems such as depression compared to younger individuals (Hasin & Link, [1988](#CIT0030)). For example, some cohorts might be less likely to reveal certain events due to shame, fear of prejudice, or social desirability. Retrospective accounts of previous events might also be desirable reconstructions and narratives that are more consistent with current behaviour, as has been discussed in relation to family violence (Widom, [1989](#CIT0072)). Thus, beyond cohort effects in occurrence, our findings may in part be a result of cohort effects in perception and reporting.

Third, methodological and selection artefacts might contribute to the observed differences in prevalence between cohorts. We expect recall bias to lead to an overall underreporting of exposures (Hardt & Rutter, [2004](#CIT0029)). This effect might be strongest for CAs and ATs with incidence in early adulthood (e.g. physical attack), due to prolonged recall periods. Additionally, age-related cognitive decline may lead to a recall bias of even larger magnitude in the older cohorts. This argument is supported by the observation that older cohorts overall were less likely to indicate the exact year of exposure to AT (response rate oldest cohort: 77%, and youngest cohort: 85%). Selection bias, in particular, selective mortality and institutionalization or healthy survivor effects, may in part explain the low prevalence of CA and AT, especially in older cohorts (Heiss, [2011](#CIT0038); Zajacova & Burgard, [2013](#CIT0074)). In occupational cohorts, it has been shown that individuals who remain in a cohort tend to be healthier than those who drop out, which is known to decrease estimates of the adverse effect of an exposure (Arrighi & Hertz-Picciotto, [1994](#CIT0002); Picciotto & Hertz-Picciotto, [2015](#CIT0058)). CA has previously been reported to be associated with morbidity and premature mortality (Brown et al., [2009](#CIT0008); Clemens et al., [2018](#CIT0013); Felitti et al., [1998](#CIT0021); Riedl et al., [2019](#CIT0061)). In particular, the accumulation of adversities and inequalities 'may lead to premature mortality; therefore, nonrandom selection may give the appearance of decreasing inequality in later life' (Ferraro & Shippee, [2009](#CIT0022), p. 336). Our data are consistent with the idea that self-report of stressors across the lifespan might underestimate the actual prevalence of stressors in older cohorts due to recall biases and loss of participants with high levels of past stressor exposure due to morbidity and mortality.

In the case of CAs investigated, we observed an overall trend of lower prevalence in older cohorts. As discussed, these effects might be related to methodological artefacts associated with long recall periods, cognitive decline, and selective attrition due to morbidity and mortality. Nonetheless, the magnitude of cohort differences varied greatly among specific CAs with the largest differences for substance abuse by parents. A review conducted by Keyes, Li, and Hasin ([2011](#CIT0046)) showed that younger birth cohorts, especially those born after WWII, were more likely to engage in more risky drinking behaviours. A large US population-based survey also showed alcohol use and dependence to be more common in birth-cohorts born after Prohibition (1933) and after World War II (1945) (Grant, [1997](#CIT0026)). This is in line with our findings of largely increasing prevalence rates for 'parental substance abuse in childhood' and 'having a family member with substance abuse in adulthood' especially for the HRS (1931--1941) and the War Babies (1942--1947), compared to the earlier cohorts. In the case of parental physical abuse, our findings are consistent with previous research that also found lower rates of retrospectively reported physical abuse in older participants (Draper et al., [2008](#CIT0016); Dube et al., [2003](#CIT0018); Logan-Greene, Green, Nurius, & Longhi, [2014](#CIT0050)). Beyond recall and selection biases, three major trends in the US might explain these findings. First, corporal punishment was long viewed as the norm and therefore not as abuse. In 1968, 94% of parents physically punished their children, this rate declined to 68% in 1994 (Straus & Mathur, [1996](#CIT0069)), and further to 37% in 2014 (Finkelhor, Turner, Wormuth, Vanderminden, & Hamby, [2019](#CIT0023)). Second, efforts around child protection and awareness of abuse grew greatly around the 1960s (Myers, [2008](#CIT0053)). Third, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services ([1999](#CIT0071)) found that between one-third and two-thirds of child maltreatment cases were affected in some way by substance use. This is in line with our finding of about half of the cases with parental physical abuse also reporting parental substance abuse. The decline in corporal punishment alongside the change in awareness of physical abuse might have led to cohort differences in the perception, the willingness to report, and labelling of early life physical punishment. Combined with an increase in parental substance abuse and methodological and sampling artefacts, this might explain the higher rates of self-reported parental physical abuse in younger cohorts.

In the case of the specific ATs investigated, differences in prevalence of having lost a child are largely due to the difference in age of incidence of such an experience, which peaks in young adulthood and towards old age. Furthermore, fertility rates strongly declined from the 1960s onwards (Guyer, Freedman, Strobino, & Sondik, [2000](#CIT0028)), child mortality rates dropped (Behrman & Field, [2003](#CIT0004)), and overall life expectancy grew (Guyer et al., [2000](#CIT0028)), all explaining the lower prevalence in younger birth cohorts. Regarding major disasters, we assume the findings of rather stable prevalence across cohorts to be related to two factors. First, recall bias may reduce reports of early experiences of natural disaster in older cohorts, and second, data exists showing an actual increase in natural disasters in the second half of the last century worldwide (Emergency Events Database, [2019](#CIT0019)). Cohort differences for combat-related exposures are mainly explained by age-period interactions in incidence, in that young adults in specific periods (major wars) volunteered or were drafted into war regions for limited time periods in young adulthood (see [Figure 4](#F0004), military combat). After conscription ended in 1973 and the military moved to an all-volunteer army, military personnel nowadays often do multiple tours in different war zones. Overall about 40% military service members were deployed multiple times into recent conflict zones, suggesting the age of incidence for most recent military traumatic exposures may be increasing (Institute of Medicine of the National Academies, [2010](#CIT0040)).

5.. Limitations {#S0005}
===============

Beyond the strengths of having a large population-based sample of older individuals that fell into several distinct cohorts and reported on both CA and AT, our findings need to be considered in light of some important limitations. First and foremost, compared to the broad concepts of trauma and stress, the implemented questionnaire with eleven items (four in childhood and seven in adulthood) is a rather narrow assessment of mostly event-based measures of potentially adverse and traumatic exposures. Additionally, the indication of the exact year of exposure for AT focused only on the *most recent* incidence. Furthermore, the items asking for substance abuse of parents in childhood and family members in adulthood focus on prolonged stressors, which makes it hard to indicate the exact year of exposure, leading to artefacts in the data (peaks occurred around full decades: 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000). Second, and related to the first limitation, assessments of CA and AT are based on retrospective self-reports and therefore subject to numerous problems, such as prolonged recall periods, cognitive decline, false memory, and bias due to mood state and symptomatology, that have been extensively discussed in previous literature (Baldwin, Reuben, Newbury, & Danese, [2019](#CIT0003); Hardt & Rutter, [2004](#CIT0029); Maughan & Rutter, [1997](#CIT0051); Reuben et al., [2016](#CIT0060); Sheikh, [2018](#CIT0064)). A recent meta-analysis reported a poor overlap between prospective and retrospective measures of childhood maltreatment (Baldwin et al., [2019](#CIT0003)). However, they found greater agreement for more clear-cut forms of adversity, meaning that most of the exposures in our study -- the major traumas -- might still have a high level of agreement over time (Baldwin et al., [2019](#CIT0003)). Third, the sample is U.S. population-based; therefore, some findings and patterns might only be representative for the U.S. (e.g. military combat) and others only for certain areas (e.g. Hurricanes in south-eastern states). Additionally, upon study enrolment, participants had to be fully registered household residents, which might lead to an underestimation of prevalence rates due to exclusion of people with temporary or no housing. Lastly, as the HRS study only recruited adults over 50 and their spouses, less than 4% of the total sample are younger than age 50. Having additional younger birth cohorts would increase generalizability of findings.

6.. Implications {#S0006}
================

The present data highlight the high prevalence of lifespan trauma exposure in older samples. However, there are stark differences in lifetime prevalence based on age, period, and cohort effects. Thus, studies of self-reported CA and AT in older samples have to be interpreted in the light of methodological limitations highlighted in our study. Methods from sociology and epidemiology will be useful in making sense of self-reported stressor exposure data. For example, new models, methods and empirical applications from age-period-cohort (APC) analysis might be fruitful to apply in lifespan stress and trauma research (Keyes & Li, [2012](#CIT0045); Yang & Land, [2013](#CIT0073)). Our work here adds to a growing literature that highlights problems with some stress measurement techniques (Epel et al., [2018](#CIT0020); Kagan, [2016](#CIT0041); Slavich, [2019](#CIT0065)). In future studies, a combination of prospective and retrospective, as well as self- and observer-rated measures might help to reduce recall biases. Using more sophisticated stress and trauma measurement questionnaires (Slavich & Shields, [2018](#CIT0066); Teicher & Parigger, [2015](#CIT0070)), conducting interviews with trained raters and employing memory enhancement techniques might be of interest for future research. A better understanding of the timing and distribution of stressors, and differences among age, period, and cohort effects in the population will allow us to target interventions that aim to reduce the negative impact of stressors to those most likely to benefit. As little is known about CA and AT in older populations, further research is warranted to tackle these important issues.

7.. Conclusion {#S0007}
==============

Conflicting findings on the prevalence of CA and AT in older populations might be due to both facts, because the specific age and period of a sample will influence results, and artefacts, because there are several potential methodological issues that might cause biases in the data. Data on retrospective self-reported exposure to CA and AT in older samples should be interpreted with caution and with regard to their major methodological challenges. Recall biases might lead to underreporting of events and in this way conceal real cohort effects. Selection biases due to selective mortality of the most highly exposed individuals likely lead to underestimates of overall prevalence in the oldest-old. Untangling fact from artefact and differentiating among age-period-cohort effects will help distinguish more accurate profiles of lifetime stressor exposures in older populations.
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[^1]: Abbreviations: CA, Childhood Aversity; AT, Adulthood Trauma; CI-95%-Confidence Interval.
